It follows, then, that typography has an inherent voice.
During my second year as a graduate student in graphic design I became interested in the problem of whether I could effectively manipulate the viewer's perception of the voice of typography. The hypothesis that this project aims to investigate is this:
That through the arrangement of letterforms in space, a graphic designer can manipulate this voice in order to deliver a nuanced impression of language as it is intended to be heard.
Why is this a subject worth looking into? As a graphic design- (b. 1925) , who stated that "The illustrated book is a film, the text is the dialogue or voice-over" 4 ; and Saul Bass, (1920-1966) whose work in typography for movie titles helped forever change how audiences experience the opening and closing credits of films.
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I hope to present an original way to look at typography by revealing how a viewer assigns qualities of sound to it, and to do so by demonstrating the relationship between typographic expression and expression in other domains of creative communication.
I want to encourage the reader to examine the relationship between vocal expression and typography in a new way.
Having entered graduate school after a decade spent practicing professionally as an illustrator, the path to a deep and visceral connection with typography was, at first, forbidding for me.
Compared to the easy sensuality of paint and brush, typography seemed a rigid and unwelcoming art form. This investigation has contributed to my growth as a designer by exposing me to ways of looking at type that challenge these pre-existing notions about it, and fostered a deep fascination with type that will be ongoing for me.
Type is speech made visible, with all the nuances, inflections, tonalities, and even dialects of the human voice. Jan White, Editing by Design I recently took a walk through a local shopping mall and noticed the advertising signage in shop windows. On my mind was the topic of my thesis, the manipulation of the voice that we perceive in typography. At a clothing store, a sign read, "Girls and Guys". A flourishy script for "Girls", a slab serif for "Guys". I wondered what it was about these letterforms that causes us to interpret them the way that we do?
Typography is as connected to the tone that it carries as it is to the words that it forms.
6 If they stop to think about it, most people are aware of tonal modulation in the way typography sounds in their heads as they read. Still, it can be hard to articulate why this really occurs.
To me, the relationship between typographic voice and musical notation is hard to ignore. Just as notes in music do, I feel that the rhythm within and around letterforms affects how we interpret text. I've explored the idea that other properties from the domain of music do as well: those of pitch, amplitude, duration, and timbre. Type has volume and pacing, depending on how it is typeset by the designer. Thin, thick, big, small, caps, lowercase, serif, sans serif, black, colored, reversed, letterspaced, leaded, pushed to the top of the page or centered. Each decision plays a role.
Hank Richardson Voice
The Like oratory, music, dance, calligraphy -like anything that lends its grace to language -typography is an art that can be deliberately misused. It is a craft by which the meanings of a text (or its absence of meaning) can be clarified, honored and shared, or knowingly disguised.
Robert Bringhurst, The Elements of Typographic Style
The limitations that I met with by using text that already had a known voice associated with it led me to apply my methodology to unspoken text. I chose phrases that were well-known and carried a strong meaning. And, manipulated their tone typographically. Loose let terspacing can create a gentle, leisurely air in lowercase let ters. Figure 5 Tests, Inflection
I drew upon my investigations into the four characters from
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Figure 6 Codes
Charlotte's code:
The following typefaces have been chosen to represent different aspects of Charlotte's personality. I've separated them into pairs based on their cap heights, and will use those pairs to make a composition of Charlotte's dialogue using each combination. Evelyn Waugh was a man.
That's ok, you'll figure it out.
Are you in or you out?
CHARLOTTE
John thinks I'm so snotty.
BOB
You are. Are you in or you out? That's ok, you'll figure it out. 
